
OVERVIEW

Clients count on us to architect, deploy and operate the right 
solution for their business needs

Optimized & Flexible
Solutions for your
Business Needs

Public Azure Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud Colocation



SECURITY
 Information Security (InfoSec)

Data Protection
Disaster Recovery (DR)

COMPLIANCE
HIPAA/HITECH,

PCI-DSS, IRS-1075,
SOC 1and SOC 2, Type II

Backed by advanced services:

MANAGED CLOUD
Assessment, Architecture,

Migration, Operation

DEVOPS
DB Administration

Release Management
CICD, Azure Automation

“ Atmosera provided the expertise to properly assess our needs, deploy the 
Azure environments and now operates them 24×7 enabling our team to 
focus on our business without worrying about our underlying systems.”

         – David McCurley, Marketing, ATLANCO

Count on us to architect, deploy, and operate the optimal solution for your business needs, so that you can 
focus on what matters: your core business

Refined through 20+ years of infrastructure and cloud management experience, we will leverage our 
expertise to help you by:

• Designing your optimal cloud environment by mapping cloud assessment results to business objectives

• Deploying or migrating applications and supporting elements with minimal-to-no disruption or hassle

• Supporting workload performance with proven 24x7x365, three-tier cloud operations and financially 
backed SLAs 

• Optimizing your cloud environment on an ongoing basis to ensure performance consistently aligns to 
your business goals

• Providing ongoing security and optional compliance services to ensure your data is secure and meets 
regulatory frameworks

Our process involves a thorough understanding of your company’s strategy involving financial objectives, 
business model, applications, use cases, data requirements, security posture, compliance needs, and user 
profiles to architect the optimal solution that best meets your objectives.

Increased functionality and value 
We have spent years building automation around our own IP against Azure and our private cloud 
infrastructure. We have 15 reference architectures in Azure with hundreds of automations and desired state 
configurations, and we also continue to build those elements into our private cloud infrastructure. We are 
experts in public Azure, private cloud, and hybrid infrastructures, with our own automation / IP built into the 
platform for increased functionality and value. 



“Atmosera really validates innovative 
services and opportunities by 
committing 100% to the Azure platform.” 

–  Mark Rice, Microsoft General Manager,  
Managed Services Providers

20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE MAKE US A TRUSTED 
PARTNER YOU CAN COUNT ON
We ensure we accurately capture your most pressing business needs 
and translate them into the best solution possible. This process 
gives you the peace of mind that your cloud investment will be 
aligned with the return you seek. We can be counted on to bring our 
industry experience and real-world best practices to architect and 
operate the best environments for our customers.

Improve performance and functionality 
We provide 24x7x365 live support with real-time monitoring and 
remediation workflows to keep your Azure environment running 
optimally. 

Enhance visibility, security, and reliability 
We proactively deliver the support, operations, security, and 
communication for added peace of mind, empowering our customers 
with a seamless infrastructure experience.  

Reduce infrastructure, hardware and maintenance costs 
Our expertise, systems, and scale provide our customers with a more 
efficient cost model than possible on their own, leading to a lower 
operational cost.

Unlock world-class talent and capabilities
We employ certified cloud experts and invest in the tools and training 
specific to running enterprise-grade cloud solutions, delivering 
relevancy and innovation to your cloud and infrastructure needs.

Add security, risk mitigation and data protection 
We mitigate your risk by offering secure cloud environments and 
security services that minimize or eliminate downtime and outages.



1.800.903.4852
www.atmosera.com

ABOUT ATMOSERA
Offering public, private, and hybrid cloud solutions, Atmosera work closely with organizations across all 
industries to implement, operate, and optimize cloud architectures with advanced services that deliver 
strategic business outcomes. Atmosera’s expertise simplifies the process of cloud transformation and our 
20+ years of experience managing complex IT environments provides our customers with the confidence 
and trust that they are being taken care of. We are a Nationally Managed Microsoft Partner, a Gold Level Tier 
1 CSP, COSN, and Azure Certified for Hybrid designations. 

“ Partnering with Atmosera has allowed our teams 
to maintain focus on developing our solutions. 
Atmosera brings invaluable real-world experience 
and best practices to ensure we have an Azure 
cloud environment optimized to our needs.”

    – Joel Naumoff, Sr. Director IT, Tripwire


